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ReferencePoint™ Algorithm Model Key 

GSTCAP ReferencePoint™ algorithms use applied mathematics and statistics to mitigate the negative impact of 

economic cyclicality and market events on index and ETF products. Our algorithms are designed as a tool for 

investors to overlay on these products to add value.  

Prices for asset classes, markets, industries and factors move and change direction because investors price their 

risk characteristics in a fundamentally different manner.  What was once uninteresting becomes an important 

source of return because market events or economic circumstances change altering investor preferences.  At 

GSTCAP, we attempt to determine how investors pricing risk exposures for index or ETF products and license that 

data as a service.   

 Algorithm codes 
 A code is created for each ReferencePoint™ algorithm and it is delivered with our daily update.  The code identifies 

key model characteristics. 

 

1. Asset class 

2. Ticker for target ETF 

3. Model identifier – identifier for the underlying model that produces the ReferencePoint™ coefficient 

4. Expected return direction  

5. Exposure horizon in days 

6. Model portfolio risk constraint -each algorithm has an underlying model portfolio that produces daily 

 rates of return.  We target an upper-bound on the realized standard deviation  for the model portfolio. 

   

  CODE FORMAT: ASSET CLASS_ETF TICKER _MODEL IDENTIFIER_EXPECTED RETURN DIRECTION_EXPOSURE 

 HORIZON_MODEL PORTFOLIO RISK CONSTRAINT 

  

  

 Algorithm models 
 

 

INVECPREF = Long Term Investor Equity-Credit Preference Model 

Description: 

 

The equity-credit preference model is designed to forecast an equity ETF’s price direction using longer term trends 

in equity and credit ETF prices. (underlying index prices may be used instead of ETF prices). The model adds and 

maintains equity market exposure when scores for the target equity ETF and a credit ETF move and stay above 

important threshold levels for a sustained time. The model moves equity market exposure to cash when either the 

target equity ETF or credit ETF move below important threshold levels.  

 

Scores for each ETF are derived by taking the current end of day price and subtracting its 150-day moving average. 

Scores must be above a critical level (CL) for X consecutive days to produce positive ReferencePoint™ coefficients.  

 

 Score = (end of day priceeft – 150 day moving average of end of day pricesetf)   

 A positive ReferencePoint coefficient is produced if the (Score – CL) > 0 for x consecutive days 
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The CLs are proprietary and not disclosed.  The analytical approach applied to derive them uses simulations and 
out of sample tests that incorporate multiple market cycles were data permits.  They are not designed for short 
term trading.  They are scaled to capture medium and long-term shifts in investor behavior.   
 

We use the iShares iBoxx High Yield Corporate Bond ETF for the credit component of the model.  The target equity 

ETF varies by algorithm.  

 

The ReferencePoint™ coefficient is always 0 ≥ 1.  It will be positive but less than 1 if the forecast annualized 

standard deviation for the model portfolio calculated by the algorithm each day reaches and upper bound.  The 

model moves equity exposures into cash in proportion to the ReferencePoint™ coefficient when this happens. 

 

Model horizon: the model horizon is long term but may reverse in the days after a score changes if input data 

changes and the underlying models signal a reversal in investors preference for the underlying exposure 

 

 

 

INVCPREF =  Long Term Credit Preference Model  

 

 Description:   

  

 This model uses the same process as the INVECPREF model except there is no equity component.   

 

 

EXHA = short term selling exhaustion model 

 

 Description:   

  

 This model is designed to add equity market exposure when it’s probable that the target equity ETF has reached a 

short-term bottom within an expected long term down trend. The model forecasts rising prices for the target 

equity ETF based on the hypothesized view that investors fear missing a turn up in equity prices. 

  

 There are four model statistics and parameters: 

  

1. The INVECPREF or INVCPREF models are active 

2. The rate of return for the target equity ETF is positive and above threshold level 

3. The rate of change in the volume traded for the target equity ETF is above a threshold level 

4. The CBOE Volatility Index is above a threshold level 

 

The model produces a positive ReferencePoint™ coefficient when all 4 criteria are met. 

 

The thresholds are proprietary and derived based on the statistical properties of the target equity ETF, simulations 

and “out of sample” tests.  

 

The ReferencePoint™ coefficient is always 0 ≥ 1.  It will be positive but less than 1 if the forecast annualized 

standard deviation for the model portfolio calculated by the algorithm each day reaches and upper bound.   

 

Model horizon: 5 business days 
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RELIEF= short term relief rally model 

 

 Description:   

 

 This model is designed to add equity market exposure when it’s probable that the target equity ETF has reached a 

short-term bottom in a long term down trend. The model forecasts a rising prices for the target ETF. The model 

forecasts rising prices for the target equity ETF based on the hypothesized view that most of the market 

participants who have sell preferences have sold and future buying outpaces selling at higher prices.  This is known 

as selling exhaustion. 

 

 There are four model statistics and parameters: 

  

1. The INVECPREF or INVCPREF models are active  

2. The TCE or TC models for the ETF(s) produce ReferencePoint coefficients equal to zero 

3. The rate of return for the target equity ETF is negative and below a threshold level 

4. The trading volume for the target equity ETF is above a threshold level 

5. The CBOE Volatility Index is above a threshold level 

 

The model produces a positive ReferencePoint coefficient when all 4 criteria are met. 

 

The thresholds are proprietary and derived based on the statistical properties of the target ETF, simulations and 

out of sample tests.  

 

The ReferencePoint™ coefficient is always 0 ≥ 1.  It will be positive but less than 1 if the forecast annualized 

standard deviation for the model portfolio calculated by the algorithm each day reaches and upper bound.   

 

Model horizon: 5 business days 

 

 

 EXUB = medium term investor buying exuberance model  

  

 Description:  

 

 The model is designed to measure extreme, high, unsustainable price trends in the target ETF’s prices. It removes 

equity market exposure when it’s probable that the target equity ETF has reached a local price top in an medium 

term up trend.  

 

1. Normalized scores are calculated for the equity component of the INVECPREF model each day.  When the 

normalized score goes above a threshold level, the model produces a zero ReferencePoint™ coefficient. The 

threshold level is found by selecting the highest fractional percentile of scores. 

 

 normalized model scoren = ((raw scoren – meann-0) /(standard deviationn-0) 

 

The thresholds are proprietary and derived based on the statistical properties of the target ETF, simulations and 

sample tests. 

 

The thresholds are proprietary and derived based on the statistical properties of the target ETF, simulations and 

out of sample tests.  
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The ReferencePoint™ coefficient is always 0.   

 

Model horizon: 20 business days 

 

 

PANIC = medium term investor panic selling model  

 

 Description: 

  

 The model is designed to measure an extreme high selling momentum in the target ETF’s prices. It adds equity 

market exposure when it’s probable that the target equity ETF has reached a local price bottom in a long term 

down trend.  

 

1. Normalized scores are calculated for the equity component of the INVECPREF model each day. When the 

score goes below a threshold level, the model produces a positive ReferencePoint™ coefficient. The threshold 

level is found by selecting the lowest fraction of a percentile of scores. 

 

 normalized model scoren = ((raw scoren – meann-0) /(standard deviationn-0) 

 

The thresholds are proprietary and derived based on the statistical properties of the target ETF, simulations and 

sample tests. 

 

The ReferencePoint™ coefficient is always 0 ≥ 1.  It will be positive but less than 1 if the forecast annualized 

standard deviation for the model portfolio calculated by the algorithm each day reaches and upper bound.   

. 

Model horizon: 20 trading days 

 

  

 Risk Control Process 

 

This only comes into effect if the algorithm produces a positive ReferencePoint™ coefficient.  

 

Each model constrains volatility to an upper-bound.  This is accomplished by estimating short term volatility 

(standard deviation) using the algorithm’s model portfolio returns as inputs.  The volatility estimate is divided into 

the upper bound target level. If that ratio is less than one, the ReferencePoint™ coefficient is set to the ratio.  

Otherwise the ReferencePoint™ is set to 1.           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


